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Summary & Plans
Background:
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• each ITPA group has a stellarator representative
• ITPA T&C group: Carlos Hidalgo, Kenji Tanaka, Andreas Dinklage

• Discussions along the Stellarator/Heliotron Workshop (2009) on
inclusion of 3d expertise in joint experiments and joint actions.
• First step: papers in the ITPA meetings in Seoul (2010)
(Estrada: H-mode in 3d devices, Ida: Impurity transport in 3d devices)

• ITPA meeting San Diego (Apr. 4-5,11):
Discussion of 3d contributions in JEX, joint actions
• Idea: collect proposals and requests
(premise: rationale based on mutual benefits and individual scopes)

Purpose of this discussion:
• communication of ideas,
• discussion of prioritzation,
• identification of resources
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What does ITPA T & C want?
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What is in `our´ interest and what can we offer?
Tentative list of subjects of interest for ITPA (groups)

bb

ITER relevance

Physics topics

LH transition

ITER scenario development
ramp-up/down scenarios

3d transport

effect of stochasticity on t&c transport in ELM mitigation scenarios
3d edge transport modeling
ELM mitigation
assessment of tokamak/stellartor edge transport 3d configuration exp. (LHD)
RMP operation
influence of magnetic topology on depostion
patterns
scenario development
turbulence spreading
3d magnetic equilibria
RMP operation
transport in ergodic layers

magnetic topology of
ergodic layers
impurity transport

role of magnetic topology (shear)

3d expertise

Activity proposals*

configuration dependence

3d effects on impurity transport

zonal flows

phys. understanding
conditions for temperature screening
operation scenarios (density 3d effects on impurity transport
peaking)
phys. understanding
long-range correlations

plasma rotation

ITER scenario development

energetic particles

physics of burning plasmas

rotation and quasi-symmetry
impact of islands
viscosity
AE excitation

interaction with islands
3d edge structure
symmetries in 3d magnetic fields
3d effects

turbulent transport

phys. understanding

electron heat transport

role of 3d magnetic configuration

confinement scaling

reactor extrapolation

3d effects on dimensionless parameter scaling

beta scaling in 3d
technical

neoclassical viscosity
calculations
isotpe effect

rotation

Comparative experiments

experimental investigations

assess comparability of
scalings
create joint/linked database
relation to 8?
joint experiments

profile stiffness
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3-D effects on zonal flows:
Influence of 3-D magnetic topology effects (stochasticity, rationals) in the
interplay between equilibrium radial electric fields and zonal flows.
Profile stiffness in stellarators:
Role of electron versus ion dominated transport
Investigation of joint probability distributions of fluctuations in gradients
and radial transport (tokamaks vs stellarators):
Role of edge magnetic shear and plasma parameters
Zonal flows in D vs H (tokamaks vs stellarators):
Characterization of mean and fluctuating radial electric fields (zonal flows) in
tokamaks and stellarators (D vs H plasmas)
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What is in `our´ interest and what can we offer?
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Profile dynamics, flows and confinement in tokamaks and stellarators

C. Hidalgo
Euratom-Ciemat, Madrid, Spain

Recent experiments in tokamaks and stellarators have shown that the paradigm of turbulence con
Furthermore, comparative studies in tokamaks, stellarators and reversed field pinches have reveal
These observations provide a guideline for further comparative studies between tokamaks and ste
a) 3-D effects on zonal flows. Influence of 3-D magnetic topology effects in the interplay between e
b) Isotope scaling physics and zonal flows in tokamaks and stellarators. There is clear experimenta
An open question is clarifying the scales involved in the isotope physics. If the ion Larmor radius h
c) Profile dynamics and zonal flows in tokamaks and stellarators. Profile stiffness is well establishe
The influence of low magnetic shear and flows on profile stiffness has been investigated in JET [],
Then, the influence of magnetic configuration (i.e. magnetic shear)
on zonal flows and profile dynamics should compared in tokamaks and stellarators []
Acknowledgements: The presenting author (C. Hidalgo) would like to acknowledge the
collaboration with my colleagues of the Stellarator/Heliotron Coordinating Working Group
for fruitful and stimulating discussions.
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What is in `our´ interest and what can we offer?
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Turbulence and transport in ELMy and ELM free H mode in LHD and comparison with tokamak

Kenji Tanaka
National Institute for Fusion Science
In LHD, a clear suppression of ELM activities are observed in the outwardly shifted configuration,
where natural ergodic layer is thick and its width is around 30% of minor radius. Under constant
fueling and heating, ELM activities are suddenly suppressed and density starts to increases.
At this transition from ELMy to ELM free transition, turbulence reduced and the shear of
fluctuation velocity increased. This transition occurs naturally without any external magnetic
perturbation. It is clear contrast that in tokamak external applied RMP suppress ELM.
The difference between LHD and DIII-D about edge plasma parameter (edge pressure, density
temperature gradients) and magnetic parameter (profile of q, connection length, Chrikov
parameter, Kolmogronogh length) will be discussed in order to investigate the similarities
and dissimilarities between two device.
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